REVENUE MANAGEMENT SOLUTION FOR PUBLIC SECTOR

Key Benefits

VALUE PROPOSITION
Our Public Sector Revenue Management is
designed to support the
challenges
of
tax
and
revenue
administration. It is a secure, commercial
software solution that enables tax and
revenue administrations to optimize all
aspects of the revenue collection process
and quickly respond to tax law and
regulatory changes.

ENHANCED REVENUE COLLECTION: specifically
Our Solution for Revenue Management
enables authorities to optimize the revenue
collection process and efficiently manage
ever changing tax law and legislative
changes. It can help revenue authorities
identify and collect this revenue without
increasing the burden on compliant
taxpayers or adding to administrative costs.

IMPROVES ACCURACY, EFFICIENCY SERVICE DESCRIPTION
AND TIMELINESS OF COLLECTION: Your focus should be on your business. We
Our solution has the ability to fully automate
and standardize processes throughout the
obligation lifecycle is critical to streamlining
operating efficiencies. authoritative source
of integrated taxpayer information, making it
easier to respond to taxpayer inquiries,
resolve issues and carry out consistent
intervention and audits.

ENHANCE COMPLIANCE: The solution
provides public sector with the capabilities
that enable them to adapt to legislatively
mandated changes in a timely fashion,
increase revenue collections and apply
proactive actions that reduce noncompliance, all while maintaining a high level
of service.

AUTOMATES
DOCUMENTATION
PROCESS: Our solution can help you
efficiently process the tremendous volumes
of documents that result from managing the
transactions of a large constituency.
Automatically generates audit reports which
allow revenue authorities to view,
document, and justify each step of revenue
decisions.

therefore take care of all the activities
concerning implementing a robust, scalable
and complete Revenue Management
Solution. We engage you as we mature every
step. Typically,

We
conclude
on
determining
requirements priorities with you and
document accurately.

Conduct a detailed architecture
planning and solution design effort

Engage 2 to 4 full-time resources – 1
subject matter, 2 technical experts and
1 system architect towards delivering
our solution.

Implement over a 4-6 months’ time
frame a robust and fit-for-purpose
solution

Deploy in two phases consisting of
customisation and implementation
phases

Conduct rigorous integration testing to
validate key areas of the solution
architecture

Leverage resources within your
company in terms of mentoring,
shadowing and support

Ahead of go-live, validate performance
and load testing activities.
SERVICE ACTIVITIES
Initially, Resourcery consultants will work
with your team to identify the key business
and technology objectives to be met.
We deliver in two phases:

Customisation

Implementation

Delivering the right Advanced Data
Management Solution:
Revenue authorities today are faced with
unprecedented demands to increase
efficiency and effectiveness. At the same
time, the difficult economic conditions have
decreased revenue collections and stretched
their resources to the limit.
Our Revenue Management solution helps
revenue
administrators
meet
these
challenges efficiently and cost-effectively. It
enables authorities to optimize the revenue
collection process and Increase your revenue
stream by improving the efficiency, accuracy
and timeliness of your collections.
Resourcery consultants and partners will
work with you to implement in record time,
our robust, scalable, customisable and
flexible Revenue Management system. In
addition, we have vast experience in putting
in place, a complete and robust Anti-money
Laundering, Fraud Prevention and Detection
platform either in-house or via our secured
hosting platform.

A cost-efficient and flexible payment plan.
Based on our experience in this area, we
believe we offer a competitive solution
delivery price; in terms of securing
appropriate licenses and implementing a
robust solution.
We are keen to hear from you. Reach us on
Email: info@thetriversa.com
Website: www.TheTriversa.com
Phone: +234 (01) 463 6000

